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ENFORCEMENT POLICY 2020

Councillor Elizabeth Grey, Cabinet Member for Environment and Climate Change, 
said:

“The council is the regulatory body locally on a range of issues, from building control and 
planning, to licensing, environmental health and trading standards. Having an enforcement 
policy in place and publicly available helps us to ensure that we enforce these regulations in 
a fair, consistent and transparent way.”

REPORT SUMMARY

The purpose of this report is to seek member approval of the updated Wirral Council 
Enforcement Policy found in Appendix 1. Wirral Council’s previous Enforcement Policy 
was last amended in 2016 and therefore in line with good governance and subsequent 
changes in the Council’s approach to enforcement, it must be updated. 

The policy provides guidance to officers, businesses and the general public on the range of 
options that are available to achieve compliance with legislation enforced by the Council’s 
various regulatory services. It is designed to help officers, businesses and the general 
public understand our objectives and methods for achieving compliance and the criteria we 
consider when deciding the most appropriate response to a breach of legislation.

The key changes to the policy document include the removal of references to a robust 
approach to litter and dog fouling by authorised third parties. Other changes have expanded 
the scope of the policy to include safety within sports grounds which was previously absent. 
Minor formatting issues and phrasing have also been reviewed.  

This matter affects all wards within the Borough.

This matter is a key decision. 

RECOMMENDATION/S

That the cabinet approve the updated Wirral Council Enforcement Policy contained within 
Appendix 1 of this report.



SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASON/S FOR RECOMMENDATION/S

1.1    To continue to ensure that the Council’s regulatory services operate under a Policy 
which has been regularly reviewed in line with good governance. 

1.2     To reflect the change in direction from the use of third party contractors to undertake 
enforcement activities and specifically to move away from the Robust Enforcement / 
Zero Tolerance Approaches used to tackle littering and dog fouling. 

1.3   To continue to provide a number of regulatory services across the Council with a clear 
policy to ensure that enforcement, when absolutely required, is conducted in a 
consistent, proportionate, transparent and targeted fashion. 

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1     Not updating the policy could be considered an option, however for the purposes of 
good governance, best practice and to reflect the changes in the approach to litter 
and dog fouling by authorised third parties the policy was reviewed and where 
required, updated.

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1     The Council is required by the Regulator’s Code to publish their Enforcement Policy 
explaining how they respond to non-compliance. It is recognised as an important 
document for regulators in meeting their responsibility under the statutory principles 
of good regulation, set out in Section 21 of The Legislative and Regulatory Reform 
Act 2006, to be accountable and transparent about their activities. The Regulator’s 
Code sets out a series of key principles under which enforcement action should be 
considered. The principles encompass consistency, transparency, proportionality 
and that actions are risk based. This methodology ensures a fair, effective and 
justifiable approach linked to best practice. In addition, the code seeks to ensure that 
economic development is not unnecessarily stifled and that businesses are 
supported in their growth. 

3.2    The Council’s Enforcement Policy was approved by Cabinet on 11 September 2014  
and a subsequent update was approved on 7 March 2016 and provides guidance on 
the range of options that are available to achieve compliance with legislation 
enforced by the following services:
Building Control 
Waste and Environment Team
Environmental Health 
Housing Standards 
Licensing 
Planning Enforcement
Trading Standards 
(Safety of Sports Grounds)

3.3   It is designed to help businesses and individuals understand our objectives and 
methods for achieving compliance and the criteria we consider when deciding the

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/300126/14-705-regulators-code.pdf


          most appropriate response to a breach of legislation.

3.4 The key change to the policy is the clear departure from the robust approach to 
littering and dog fouling as a result of the ending of the contract with Kingdom. The 
updated policy brings such enforcement in line with the overarching guiding 
principles as utilised by all other service areas. The policy however is one that still 
offers the ability to utilise all available enforcement powers as the severity of the 
situation demands. Other changes have expanded the scope of the policy to include 
safety within sports grounds which was previously absent. Minor formatting issues 
and phrasing have also been reviewed.  

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 The termination of the Kingdom contract by mutual consent has meant that income 
from enforcement measures has significantly decreased, leading to a budget 
shortfall. This contract facilitated the enforcement of fines for environmental 
breaches such as dog fouling, littering, trade waste and smoking offenses within the 
Waste & Environment Service Area; alternative options are currently being reviewed 
with regards to environmental enforcement.

4.2 Fees and charges associated with wider enforcement action are reviewed and 
published annually. Such charges make up a small proportion of the overall list of 
charges and typically relate to the costs associated with the service of legal notices 
and enforcement action taken thereafter as specified under the individual pieces of 
legislation. Such reviews take account of changes in the costs of such enforcement.

4.3 Financial penalties upon successful conviction can vary significantly. Some areas of 
legislation are subject to specific sentencing guidelines and as such can significantly 
influence any penalty, fine and the costs awarded to the Council.

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.1    The Council is required by the Regulator’s Code to publish their Enforcement Policy 
explaining how they respond to non-compliance in line with the principles set out in 
Section 21 of The Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006. In that regulatory 
activities should be carried out in a way which is transparent, accountable, 
proportionate, consistent and risk based. 

6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS

6.1 The Waste and Environment Team are currently undergoing a restructure. A future 
model may include a form of in-house delivery in respect of dog fouling and littering; 
however, this would need to be financially appraised. This policy does not place any 
additional or new burden on other services and is to be delivered within current 
resources. 

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS 

7.1 By publishing an enforcement policy, officers who clearly deviate from the policy 
when considering or taking enforcement action may be open to legal challenge if the 
reasons for such action could not be justified. For example should an officer choose 
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to deviate from a graduated enforcement approach or other principle, this decision 
must be clearly documented and that information appropriately retained along with 
the associated evidence that supports it. Local procedures must include this 
important step. 

7.2 Returning to a less robust approach to littering and dog fouling may have a negative 
impact on such conditions within the borough until such time as an alternative model 
is confirmed. The visual presence offered by external contractors in key locations for 
example may have provided a deterrent. 

8.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION 

8.1     Officers from each of the services were consulted and contributed to the policy and 
were satisfied that it reflected the provisions for regulation within their service.

8.2    The draft policy was subject to an online Public Consultation during November and   
December of 2018. Responses, totalling seven, were mainly concerned with the 
historical use of third party enforcement contractors, with other responses offering 
little constructive comment, instead using the survey as an opportunity to evaluate 
the Council in general.

9.0 EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

9.1 Whilst there are no implications arising directly from this report, officers when 
undertaking their statutory duties must have all due regard to the relevant Equalities 
legislation and guiding principles. For example, when considering whether to issue a 
fixed penalty notice or to require building works to be undertaken, the individual 
circumstances surrounding the alleged offence and critically the defendant’s ability 
and capacity to comply must be considered on a case by case basis.  

9.2 The Equality Impact Assessment can be found here: 
https://www.wirral.gov.uk/communities-and-neighbourhoods/equality-impact-
assessments/equality-impact-assessments-2017/delivery

10.0 ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE IMPLICATIONS

10.1   There are no direct implications, however powers available to some officers support    
the improvement of local air quality, for example through enforcement of the Clean 
Air Act 1993, which governs Smoke Control Areas including smoke from chimneys 
and the Environmental Protection Act 1990 which provides a legal basis and 
enforcement mechanism for other smoke and atmospheric issues to be controlled.  

10.2  The regulation of specific commercial installations capable of emitting pollutants to the 
atmosphere also provide relevant authorised officers with powers to take 
enforcement action where specific atmospheric pollutant limits are breached.

10.3  This policy does not directly contribute to tackling climate change, however there is no 
known enforcement activity conducted under it which could act to the contrary. 

https://www.wirral.gov.uk/communities-and-neighbourhoods/equality-impact-assessments/equality-impact-assessments-2017/delivery
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